Music Gateway Teams Up With DJ and Producer
Sonny Wharton
Music Gateway, the newly launched independent business platform taking the industry by storm, is
proud to announce an exciting partnership with one of the UK’s most innovative and popular DJ’s and
producers - Sonny Wharton.
Revered by many as one of our brightest ‘super producer DJ’s’, Sonny has emerged as the man
everyone wants to be re-mixed by in 2013. With supporters that include Fat Boy Slim, Shapeshifters,
Pete Tong and Roger Sanchez, Music Gateway is delighted that Sonny is looking to feature a vocalist
sourced from musicgateway.net ‘s pioneering platform on a brand new track set to be released this
summer.
Music Gateway is a pioneering platform for aspiring or established artists and bands, musicians,
producers, publishers, record labels, songwriters or even TV and film studios who wish to collaborate
and seek out new professional partnerships. Newly launched musicgateway.net and this project led by
the hugely successful Sonny Wharton, now drives forward the message that connectivity is key to a
successful career.
In only 4 weeks Music Gateway has attracted thousands of music creative’s who have signed up to
utilise this innovative industry tool, making daily connections, which will lead to world-class partnerships
and smash hit songs.
Music Gateway’s cutting edge technology and custom-made tools, providing a secure home to be
creative and also look after the business side of your career. It combines every aspect a professional
musician requires in one easy to use website and will support artist career development, whilst breaking
down industry barriers.
With support from Sonny and more of the world’s most respected brands, artists and producers - Music
Gateway enjoys the endorsement of respected multiple global partners, who influence the every day
careers of the industries finest. Says Sonny Wharton “I like to produce the very best music I can and
Music Gateway will provide a platform that not only helps locate vocal talent, but delivers that talent in
concentrated form, saving me time and giving me peace of mind that I am working in a safe environment
with authentic artists.”
Says Jon Skinner – Music Gateway Founder "I always knew that artists, producers and the industry in
general were crying out for a talent hub that worked safely and securely. Music Gateway fills that need
and I am proud that Sonny - one of the UK’s most talented artists will pioneer our service, forging a new
collaborative relationship, that will deliver another one of his sure fire hits!”
So if you are the vocalist you believe should be recording with Sonny Wharton, or you are a producer,
DJ, or songwriter needing a connection to produce your next hit, then Music Gateway is the only
platform you should connect via. Music Gateway is quite simply a groundbreaking service, designed to
deliver unique results and enhanced by its security and simplicity.
To find out more about Sonny’s search visit www.musicgateway.net and sign up to connect instantly with
new collaborators and the very best of global talent.
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Registration available at www.musicgateway.net
For further information please contact:
Ian Roberts @ Astar PR
T. +44 (0) 208 859 4846
M. +44 (0) 7971 191 582
ian.roberts@astarpr.com
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